A Burden with No Benefit
Alberta’s Proposed
Climate Plan
Key points, flaws and fallacies of Alberta’s Climate Plan and Carbon Tax
A Plain Language Version for the Public

Why a Carbon Tax?
What is the “Social Cost of Carbon”?
• Carbon tax – is a price set by government (per metric ton emissions [MtCO2/yr]) to tax the use
of hydrocarbons (fossil fuels like oil, natural gas, coal)
• Alberta has had a carbon tax on “Specified Gas Emitters” (big industry) since 2007. Now a
carbon tax will be applied to everyone and everything.
• Human consumption of manufactured goods and related use of fossil fuels were thought to
cause global warming in the 1980s+1990s. Many scientists dispute this theory today.
• The idea of a ‘carbon tax’ is to reduce emissions by making it more expensive to use polluting
energy forms which were thought to impose a ‘Social Cost’ – or possible long-term damage to
society.
• “Social Costs of Carbon” negative effects are often described as increased global warming from
the carbon dioxide and other Greenhouse gases emitted from burning hydrocarbons. Some
effects of warming are predicted to be more air pollution resulting in health costs, more
wildfires, more weather extremes…
• History shows there have been cyclical weather/climate periods with very extreme weather
before fossil fuel use. No evidence to date supports the claim of more weather or climate
extremes in the current warm period.
• More carbon dioxide has made the planet greener and increased crop production.

Alberta Climate Plan – Key Elements
•
•
•
•

Early Phase-out coal-fired power plants by 2030
Cap oil sands carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions at 100 Metric tons (MtCO2)/year
Cut methane (CH4) emissions by 45% by 2025
Carbon tax
• $20/tCO2 in 2017
• $30/tCO2 in 2018
• 2018: 1.52 $/GJ on natural gas, 6.73 ¢/L on gasoline

• $3.4 billion over 5 years in subsidies to wind and solar
• Government Objective: To stop climate change + reduce Greenhouse Gas
emissions -especially carbon dioxide (CO2)
• This plan will not achieve either objective.

Is the Alberta Climate Plan effective?
Dire consequences may be the result.
• In our view, natural influences on climate are more dominant :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cyclical solar patterns produce radiation variations
ocean currents
atmospheric oscillations
gravitational impacts of planetary orbits
changes in earth geomagnetic fields
cosmic ray influences on cloud formation
Dynamic interaction of all these and more.

• Human influence from industry + consumption (Greenhouse gas emissions), agriculture, land use,
deforestation and water diversion and polluting aerosols are important factors but will not lead to
Catastrophic Anthropogenic Global Warming (CAGW).
• For Canada, nominal global warming is beneficial.
• We say the carbon tax price is unnecessary and if required, it is set too high.
• Phase-out coal is economically destructive
• Health/climate claims regarding modern coal use are not supported by the evidence.

What is Climate Change? Is it all your fault?
The “IPCC” is the
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. It reviews the
scientific literature on human
causation of climate change and
issues reports. Governments rely
on these reports to set climate
policy. It acknowledges that
nature and humans affect climate
–and climate can change to be
warmer or cooler. Climate change
happens over decades, centuries,
and thousand year cycles.

In the 50’s…global cooling, by the late ‘80’s and
‘90’s…global warming…2012? Inconvenient pausing.
By 2013, the IPCC revealed there had been
no significant warming trend for 15 years
(to 2012)

Scientifically observed.
Warming values very close to zero…

2015-2016 saw a natural El
Nino warming phase. This is
rapidly dropping off.

Research revealed Carbon dioxide (CO2) had
less effect on warming than thought
Claims of
‘consensus’ are a
bandwaggoning
social proof.
Most scientists
agree there has
been warming,
but the cause and
other factors are
disputed.

https://curryja.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/curry-senatetestimony-2014-final.pdf

Previous Warm & Cold Periods
Climate always changed with no help from Humans.

Current
Warm
Period

Since climate models predicted extreme warming
that has not happened, “Social Costs of Carbon”
are also estimated at too high a rate
Economic models used to calculate
potential costs/damages to society from
using fossil fuels are calibrated to
computer model (simulations) that are 2
and a half times that of real
temperatures.
This also means the risk to society from
coal-fired power plant CO2 emissions is
much less than predicted. Is coal phaseout necessary or desirable?

Why Some People want a Carbon Tax
• A carbon tax is supposed to make hydrocarbons/fossil fuels more expensive so that
you will use less of them
• A reduction in use is said to reduce carbon dioxide and GHG emissions, and thus
reduce global warming/ stop climate change
• The tax predicts that using fossil fuels/hydrocarbons now, will cause health and
climate damage in the future (i.e. ‘Social Costs of Carbon’)
• This tax is said to partly compensate against those projected damages
• Complex economic formulas are used to calculate what the carbon tax ‘should be’
(See technical presentation by Ken Gregory:
http://www.friendsofscience.org/assets/documents/Alberta's_Climate_Plan_July25
_2016.pdf )
• However, the tax does not incorporate the “social benefits” of the use of fossil
fuels. A “Cost-Benefit” analysis must include both.

Carbon Tax – A Burden with No Benefit

Read Dr. Ross McKitrick layman’s guide to carbon taxes:
https://www.friendsofscience.org/assets/documents/McKitrick_Climate_Cha
nge_SCC_Feb_14_2015.pdf
Watch his video clip series: https://youtu.be/g30JfQIK6GA
“The Pause in Global Warming: Climate Policy Implications” (2014)
http://www.friendsofscience.org/index.php?id=750

What are the fossil fuel Social Benefits?
• CO2 fertilization – that means a rise in CO2
makes more things grow. Greening the
earth.
• NASA shows we greened the earth
• Canada benefits from global warming
• In Canada, net benefits of CO2 increase
throughout the 21st century.
• Globally, net benefits likely between
11and 19 US$/tCO2.
• Global benefits CDN$ 490 billion/yr
to 600 billion/yr.
http://www.nasa.gov/feature/godd
ard/2016/carbon-dioxidefertilization-greening-earth/

Alberta Climate Plan – Key Elements
• Early Phase-out coal-fired power plants by 2030
• Coal already was being phased out under federal legislation
FEDERAL PLAN

ALBERTA CLIMATE PLAN

No more coal-fired
power plants after
2030.

Alberta Climate Plan –
Unintended consequences
• Early Phase-out coal-fired power plants by 2030
• Coal already was being phased out under federal legislation
ALBERTA CLIMATE PLAN

Carbon tax
starts in
2017

All these plants become
unprofitable due to carbon
tax; may close much
EARLIER than 2030

Alberta is powered by coal

In 2014 90% of our power
came from coal (55%) and
natural gas. In 2015, 64% of
our power came from coal.

Christmas Day 2015 –
What Lit Your House, Tree & Cooked Your Turkey?

Maximum Capacity

http://ets.aeso.ca/ets_web/ip/Market/Reports/CSDReportServlet

Without coal, we would not have had enough power for our needs.

Dispatched Contingency
Reserve

Costs of Coal Phase-out are Exorbitant…
And Completely Unnecessary
• >$22 billion of which:
• >$11 billion to build replacement natural gas plants of equivalent
capacity (based on building 8 x 800 MegaWatt (MW) gas plants similar to
Calgary’s new Shepard plant which cost $1.4 billion)
• >$11 billion to compensate coal industry for ‘stranded assets’ (i.e. the
newest power plants will not work to the end of their expected useful
life)
• 7,000 coal industry workers will be put out of work
• 30 communities will be destroyed
• And now the Alberta government is also suing itself over $2 billion in
power purchase agreements

Other Consequences of Coal Phase-out
• The carbon tax will make older coal plants less profitable, long before 2030.
• If coal plants close earlier than 2030 due to unprofitability, Alberta may find itself
without sufficient power capacity. It takes decades to plan and build new plants. So far,
those plans are on hold.
• This could lead to rolling black-outs.
• Consumers will have to pay the costs of the carbon tax as it will be passed on to them
from companies; they will have to pay the costs of compensation and new natural gas
plant capacity in their power bills and taxes.
• Consumers will pay for the back-up power of natural gas plants ‘spinning’ on stand-by
when wind/solar kicks in; that gas power will not be used – just wasted.
• Power prices will go up. In other jurisdictions that phased-out coal and added renewable
power, prices went up 3 to 5 times.
• Cost of making a wind turbine or solar panel might be less – but costs of integrating them
to the power grid are the same or more.
• Ironically, wind, solar, hydro, nuclear – are only possible with massive amounts of fossil
fuels and mined, often rare, materials.
http://spectrum.ieee.org/energy/renewables/to-get-wind-power-you-need-oil

Rolling blackouts are a
possibility if new capacity
is not built soon. The UK
faces this problem because
they phased out coal.

Compare Alberta’s public utility power debt.

http://www.energy.alberta.ca/Electricity/pdfs/
ElectricityQuickCard.pdf

“Our air is about to get cleaner” – AB gov’t
Climate Plan TV ad is misleading
Coal is a nominal emitter of fine
particulate matter (PM2.5)
compared to other industrial and
natural sources. Residential
fireplaces put out 2 times PM2.5 of
coal (2011); wildfires put out 1,000
times that year.

Hospitals rely on affordable power; claims about
coal & health impacts not supported by evidence

Please read our report:
http://www.friendsofscience.org/assets/documents/FoS
_BurningQuestions_Health_Coal_Wildfires_Jan2015.pdf

Adding Wind & Solar won’t help reliable
generation capacity
• Wind and solar rely on the whims of
nature and are not ‘dispatchable’ (on
demand generation).
• Wind costs about $1 Million/MW to
integrate to the grid
• Transmission line from Calgary to
Pincher Creek wind farms cost $2.2
billion for 4% power generation; the
entire new Shepard natural gas plant
(800 MW output) only cost $1.4 billion
• Conventional power must back up
wind/solar 24/7 – wasting energy
• Subsidies to wind and solar estimated
to be ~$1 Billion a year – for unreliable
power

Cost of integration+cost of
transmission+subsidies+cost of back-up
conventional power (excludes >$22 billion costs
for coal phase-out; excludes costs of carbon
tax)

How do we know costs go up? Evidence.
EU countries with most wind/solar=highest $$

http://www.finadvice.ch/files/germ
any_lessonslearned_final_071014.pdf

Higher power prices = Dire Consequences

Alberta Climate Plan + Carbon Tax
• After all these costs and
turning our power grid
upside down, what will we
be achieving to ‘stop
global warming’ (that
already stopped) and
‘stop climate change’
(that changes naturally)?

Technical version - document:
http://www.friendsofscience.org/assets/documents/AB_Climate%20Plan_Economic_Impact_Gre
gory_Tech.pdf
Complete power point:
http://www.friendsofscience.org/assets/documents/Alberta's_Climate_Plan_July25_2016.pdf

Speak up.

Thank you.
• We have a lot of material on this topic on our website, blog and facebook page.
• Please join the debate.
• We accept donations and new members.
• About
• Friends of Science has spent a decade reviewing a broad spectrum of literature on climate change and have
concluded the sun is the main driver of climate change, not carbon dioxide (CO2). Friends of Science is made up of
a growing group of earth, atmospheric and solar scientists, engineers, and citizens.
• Friends of Science Society
P.O. Box 23167, Mission P.O.
Calgary, Alberta
Canada T2S 3B1
Toll-free Telephone: 1-888-789-9597
Web: friendsofscience.org
E-mail: contact(at)friendsofscience(dot)org
• Friends of Science Society is member funded, not a charity and does not represent any industry.

